This is the grading form for the final speech in my SSI2 class. It is more detailed because we spend a good deal of time discussing speaking in the class.

Evaluation Form Speech #3

Name:  
Topic:  
Time:  

Introduction and Conclusion: (___/15 pts.)

Introduction: gained attention, introduced topic clearly, established credibility, previewed body of speech.

Conclusion: summarized main points/thesis, ended with an impact.

Organization/Content: (___/15 pts.) Main points were clear, ideas related to the purpose, connectives (transitions, internal summaries) provided. Speech had clear organizational pattern and flow.

Support Material: (___/15 pts.) Were examples used well? Did support material enhance the speech? Were three sources verbally cited? Was information from the ethnographic observations discussed?

Delivery: (___/20 pts.) Articulated words clearly, maintained eye contact, avoided distracting mannerisms, used appropriate volume, used vocal variety, and communicated enthusiasm, appropriate rate and vocal pitch. Avoided fillers (ummm…like….etc.).

Overall Impression (___/15 pts): Student met assignment requirements, completed within time limit, demonstrated sound knowledge of course materials to this point in the class, turned in an outline, and incorporated information from reading/lecture.
Total: ______/80